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MEETING THE ENERGY DEMAND OF HIGH LOAD DENSITY AREAS
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Abstract :

Due to the high cost of land and in some places, unavailability of. land, the

existing standard substation of Meralco can no longer be used in many places of Metro

Manila. To cope with this problem, The GIS Substation is now being resorted to. There

are various schemes of developing a GIS substation, each fitted to certain particular

conditions. Cost implications and design considerations were also briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION:

Power is generated at power plants at a voltage of 13.8KV. The reason for this is

the economics of generator design . Again due to economics, bulk power can not be

transmitted over long distances at this voltage . The voltage is stepped up to the

transmission voltage level of 115KV or 230KV. In the utilization areas the voltage is

stepped down to the distribution voltage, the level of which is 34.5KV (Meralco practice).

Power is then distributed at this voltage through lines to which distribution transformers

are connected. These distribution transformers are pole mounted transformers that

convert the voltage to the utilization voltage of 230V. This is graphically shown in figure

1.

The voltage transformations of bulk power requires expensive transformers.

Because of this, elaborate automatic line protection, stringent safety provisions for

operations, control and maintenance are mandated. To achieve this, a conglomeration of



allied electrical and mechanical equipments and devices together with the necessary steel

and concrete structures has to be put up. What results is what we call a substation.

In a substation, the insulation between equipments is air and inside the

equipments, the usual insulation is oil. The various equipments and devices can be

arranged in many ways depending on the reliability and capacity requirements of the

substation. The size of on open air (termed as conventional) substation can vary from

3600 sqm to 6000 sqm for the reason cited. This is shown in Fig. 2.

THE PROBLEM:

For years the conventional substation is the standard way of delivering power to

all the areas within the franchise owing to the comparatively low price of real estate and

the availability of vacant spaces. However rapid growth of urbanization with the

accompanying rise in cost of real estate and the resulting unavailability of space seriously

limits the use of the conventional substation. Consider three growth areas: Makati

Commercial Area, Bonifacio Land Development and Ortigas Center. These 3 are

characterized by high cost of land (at least P120,000.00 per sq.meter), unavailability of

space and the very high emphasis on aesthetics. With the projected load requirements of

these areas Meralco must have at least three substations within these areas. With the

present cost, the lot for one conventional substation will cost about P560 Million, if the

space can be found. Assuming that a lot is bought, and considering how the substation

looks like (Fig.3) the developers will never allow such an installation amidst the



imposing buildings. Also at the cost of real estate and using only the groifnd space and

not the space above it is pure waste of money. Clearly a solution should be adopted.

THE SOLUTION:

Basically the problem is to downsize the substation. It can not done unless the

insulating medium which is air, is changed. So many years ago a new kind of insulating

gas was developed. This is Sulfur Hexa Fluoride or SF6. Using this, the various live

components were encapsulated. The resulting assembly is what is known as the GIS or

Gas Insulated System. A typical example is shown in Fig. 5. In so doing although we

economized in lot area, the equipment cost went up by 300%. Also, for the sake of

aesthetics, the substation should be within a building. This was done at our Cubao

substation (Fig.6). This installation is what we term as a single layer GIS. When the SM

Megamall and the Shangri-la shopping centers were put up the problem of unavailability

of space and aesthetics were encountered. The only space available is about 1200

sq.meter (which is the excess space between the two) so a new design was made which

we refer to as the multi-layer GIS. This is seen in Fig.7. In contrast to our Cubao

substation, the outgoing 34.5 kV distribution lines at Shangri-la GIS is buried

underground for aesthetic purposes.
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Alternatives of the solution

The development of the multi-layer GIS gave Meralco an insight into the solution

for total unavailability of substation lots. Also, we begin to view the prohibitive prices of

lots in high growth areas like Makati, Bonifacio land and Ortigas Center as tantamount to

unavailability. In the areas mentioned, so as to maximise the benefits of the investment

on the land, high rise buildings are constructed . Clearly building a structure that is only

three (3) or four (4) stories high is not good business sense. Now we begin to think of

substation space not substation lot. What do we mean? Buildings have basements and

these are spaces we can use as shown in Fig. 8. Or we can dig beneath parks to create the

space as shown in Fig. 9. Of course these two situations demand that the 115KV and the

34.5KV lines should also be installed underground.

The idea of basement and underground substations naturally would add additional

costs. Both would need the construction of concrete structures that can support several

hundred tons of equipment. But the provision of energy should be done in the most

economical manner such that there should be a criterion as to when to use these

alternatives.



To guide us we developed a simple equation :

DC1 - DC2
ECL =

L1-L2
where :

ECL = equalizing cost of the lot
DC1 = Development cost of the first scheme
DC2 = Development cost of the alternative scheme
LI , L2 = Lot sizes or Space size

Special Design Considerations

In coming up with basement located and underground substations, two special

design considerations should be attended to : ventilation and fire protection.

The main equipment that is the main emitter of heat is the transformer. The

outdoor transformer uses oil as an insulant and as a cooling medium. As a cooling

medium, the oil absorbs heat generated by the windings and this oil is passed through

radiators for them to give off heat. As they are, if these transformers are installed in

enclosed spaces (like the basement of buildings), the surrounding air would not be able to

cool the oil such that the transformers will overheat. In some countries, the hot air is

pumped out and the cool air is pumped in through ventilation shafts. The problem here is

that the substation capacity is limited by the requirements of the ventilating shafts and the

wind velocity. Bigger ventilating shafts will occupy space but the noise at the points of

intake and exhaust will be low. Reduce the space requirement of the shaft, then you

increase wind velocity with the resulting increase in noise at the points of intake and

exhaust.



In some countries, a new kind of power transformer technology is being tried.

They had developed a transformer which utilizes Parflourocarbon as insulator and the

whole unit is cooled by water. Hot water is cooled at cooling towers. This in itself make it

a very forbidding proposition.

The moment we place electrical equipment inside building, fire protection

systems are mandatory. The present system that is being utilized is to envelope the

equipment with water mist to put out the fire. However, this system requires some space

about 50 sq. meters. Meralco plans to utilize the gas system either argon or CO2 since this

uses much less space although more expensive.

Conclusion

In an age where land is becoming a high priced resource, when expansion in cities

are vertical instead of horizontal, the challenge to technology is to further downsize the

substations. The first step is the use of GIS. However, more research efforts are being

exerted to reduce the size of equipment through the use of microprocessor systems, fiber

optics and new materials. We have not seen the end yet.



RALCO TYPICAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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J M E R A L C O

115 KV-34.5 KV CONVENTIONAL S/S (GENERAL ARRANGMENT PLAN)
BREAKER-AND-HALF S/S WITH SIX TERMINATIONS

4-115KV LINES & 2-POWER TRANSFORMERS
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/MERALCO 115 KV-34.5 KV CONVENTIONAL S/S (ELEVATION PLAN)
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>MERALCO PROFILE OF 115 KV CONVENTIONAL SUBSTATION
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A4ERALCO CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW OF 115 KV GIS
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AIERALCO COMPARISON BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL S/S AND G.I.S. S/S
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G.I.S. SUBSTATION
AREA = 1,600 SQ. METERS (35 %) CONVENTIONAL S/S

AREA = 4,665 SQ. METERS (100 %)
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ABOVE GROUND GIS (CUBAO SUBSTATION)
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UNDERGROUND GIS (BELOW A BUILDING) '
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